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Abstract. Identifying fraudulent or anomalous business procedures is today a
key challenge for organisations of any dimension. Nonetheless, the continuous
nature of business activities conveys to the continuous acquisition of data in
support of business process monitoring. In light of this, we propose a method
for online anomaly detection in business processes. From a stream of events,
our approach extract cases descriptors and applies a density-based clustering
technique to detect outliers. We applied our method to a real-life dataset, and
we used streaming clustering measures to evaluate performances. By exploring
different combinations of parameters, we obtained promising results, showing
that the method is capable of finding anomalous process instances in a vast
complexity of scenarios. Thus, improving the quality of business processes by
providing insights for stakeholders.
Keywords. Process Mining, Business Process Modelling, Online, Fraud, Clustering
1. Introduction
The increasing level of digitisation [Juhanˇa´k et al. 2017], the growth of automation, the
availability of devices with higher storage capabilities, and the expanding use of sen-
sors and probes [Kilpela¨inen and Tyrva¨inen 2004] significantly increase data production,
leading to a phenomenon known as data explosion [van der Aalst 2011]. However, the
availability of a large amount of data represents both an opportunity and a risk. In 2014,
Forbes1 reported that for most organisations, the problem is not the lack of data, but the
lack of the right data. Bohmer et al. [Bo¨hmer and Rinderle-Ma 2017] highlight that stored
business processes data can be beneficial to both organisations as well as attackers that
1http://www.forbes.com/sites/steveculp/2014/06/06/for-banks-better-data-management-means-more-
effective-fraud-and-crime-prevention/
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may exploit them. Furthermore, anomalies, such as frauds, exceptions, and errors, should
be detected as quickly as possible.
PM combines Business Process Management (which uses knowledge from in-
formation technology and management sciences to understand operational business
processes), Data Mining (DM) and Machine Learning (ML) [van der Aalst 2011].
Furthermore, it aims at extracting valuable information from an event log (stored
business processes data) by discovering, monitoring and improving actual processes
[Becker and Intoyoad 2017]. The starting point for PM is an event log. The log records
the execution of business processes consisting of a sequence of time-ordered events,
i.e., performing an activity at a given time. Furthermore, these events other informa-
tion, such as the actor who executed the activity and the resources exploited during ex-
ecution. A sequence of activities from the same process instance is known as a trace
[van der Aalst 2011].
The traditional assumption of PM is to have access to the whole set of historical
data related to a business process. By consequence, most algorithms work in batch mode
and rely on an event log composed of complete cases. However, in real-world scenarios,
efficient detection is required to be performed in an online fashion. Thus, stakeholders
can take action when an anomalous process execution is detected.
Data Stream Mining (DSM) is the area concerned of dealing with streams from
running systems [Krawczyk et al. 2017, Gama et al. 2010]. Further, data streams are pos-
sibly infinite, creating additional constraints, such as memory and processing time lim-
itation. This way, when treating business processes as a stream of events, it is required
to attend DSM demands. Moreover, another challenge arises considering that there is
a mismatch at the representation level between PM and DSM. PM organises processes
instances as cases composed of several events, meaning that one process instance is the
group of events related to one, and only one, case. Contrarily, traditional DSM techniques
consider one event as a complete representation of an instance. Utterly, this means that
there is a need for encoding business processes before applying traditional DSM methods.
Another underline problem with online PM is the existence of incomplete cases.
Traditional PM techniques usually group the cases in order to retrieve their traces. How-
ever, in online PM, there is no way to group future events belonging to a running process
instance. This way, online PM techniques must deal with incomplete case constraint. A
preliminary implementation of online process mining focusing on Cognitive Computing
was proposed by Barbon et al. [Barbon et al. 2018]. The authors proposed a strategy
to find concept drift in business data streams toward providing a response to evolving
environments in near-real time. A concept drift is the change of the distribution of the
feature vector in relation to its class over time. The results were promising, but they did
not take into account data streaming performance metrics when addressing the anoma-
lous behaviour. Moreover, the proposal was evaluated with only one real-life process.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no state-of-the-art researches are addressing
the problem of anomaly detection in online PM. This is due to the intersection between
PM and DSM is still new, and little was explored.
In this work, we aim at clarifying and consolidating the validation process of tech-
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niques merging PM and DSM. As these techniques have to take into account the contin-
uous generation of data, the cases analysed might be incomplete, i.e. their final activity
was not reached. In this regard, the investigated approach has to handle a continuous
stream of business events and at the same time, extract knowledge from it by assessing
their similarity and organising them in space to differentiate anomalous cases from regu-
lar ones. This way, organisations will be able to interpret the currently implied workflow
and explore ways of improving their processes.
This work is an extension of that proposed by Tavares et al. [Tavares et al. 2018].
The original work ingested a stream of events to create and maintain a process model
representation. For that, a histogram was used. Then, for new events in the stream, their
cases were retrieved to extract descriptors. Finally, an online density-based clustering
technique was used to cluster cases based on their descriptors, aiding the detection of
anomalous behaviour.
To extend the original work, one event log was added. This new example has intri-
cate behaviour, which makes it attractive to analyse. Moreover, we explore the hyperpa-
rameters of the proposed algorithms more deeply, going through different combinations.
This way the evaluation proposed in this paper can consider more scenarios and offer a
better understanding of the capabilities provided by the proposed approach.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of PM prelimi-
naries and shows an example of an event log. Section 3 presents our approach and some
concepts related to streaming theory. Section 4 presents the data set and its characteris-
tics, our experimental setup and metrics. Section 5 explores the obtained results. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Process Mining Preliminaries
PM is the area interested in extracting knowledge from business processes using the event
logs recorded by information systems as input. Table 1 shows an example of a typical
event log where each row corresponds to an event. An event represents the execution
of an activity at a certain time. Moreover, an event is associated with a unique process
instance, also referred to as a case. Then, the group of events from the same case is known
as a trace. From this example, we can infer that Case 46 is composed of two events and
its trace is composed of the activities Weight and Design Checker. Further, Case 42 has its
trace composed of Process Creation and CRA. Finally, the cases 1, 42, 44 and 46 represent
a set of process instances generated from the same business process.
This way, PM strives to discover, monitor and improve real processes based on
event logs. It is important to highlight that all PM techniques ingest an event log. More-
over, there are three main types of process mining tasks: process discovery, conformance
checking and process enhancement [van der Aalst 2011].
Process discovery focus on the extraction of a model using only event log in-
formation. There are several proposed algorithms for discovering a model, such as the
α-algorithm [van der Aalst et al. 2004], the Inductive Miner [Leemans et al. 2014], the
Heuristic Miner [Weijters and van der Aalst 2003], among others. Discovering methods
need to abstract the connections between process activities to be capable of building a
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Case ID Activity Complete Timestamp
Case 1 ME Assembly Checker 2011/04/15 10:00:39
Case 42 Process Creation 2011/02/22 17:00:22
Case 42 CRA 2011/02/23 15:00:08
Case 44 Process Creation 2011/03/05 10:00:43
Case 46 Weight 2011/03/09 15:00:23
Case 46 Design Checker 2011/03/09 17:00:07
Table 1. Example of an event log from a business process. Each row represents
one event, which is the execution of an activity at a certain time
model that represents concurrency and, at the same time, deal with noise data.
Conformance checking detects deviations between the model and the execution
log by comparing an existing process model with the event log of that same process
[Rozinat and van der Aalst 2008]. Given a set of prescribed rules, conformance veri-
fies if processes, operations, and practices conform to them. Moreover, conformance
may be able to measure the degree of deviation between the model and the event log
[Valle et al. 2017]. Thus, a conformance technique supports the detection of anomalies
since it identifies deviations between the log and the model.
Finally, the goal of process enhancement is to improve the process model based on
information from a log. One of the ways enhancement may act is using the comparison
provided by the conformance checking for adapting the reference model. This task is
known as model repair. Another enhancement type is the extension, which tries to cross-
correlate the model and the log [van der Aalst 2011].
It is important to highlight that traditional PM applications are based on a static
event log, i.e. using batch processing. With the rising need of online solutions, several
works have been proposed to deal with online process discovery [van Zelst et al. 2018,
Leno et al. 2018, Burattin et al. 2014, Burattin et al. 2015], online conformance check-
ing [Burattin and Carmona 2017, Al-Ali et al. 2016] and business concept drift detection
[Bose et al. 2014, Bose et al. 2011, Maggi et al. 2013, Barbon et al. 2018]. However, no
work has addressed the online detection of process anomalies.
3. Proposed Approach
Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed method. Cases are evaluated based on two
features computed using the Edit Weighted Distance (EWD) and the Time Weighted Dis-
tance (TWD) respectively. Those features describe a case in two points of view; the
first is trace-based and the latter time-based. The features are extracted by comparing
the trace with the model representation. For that, cases are characterised as profiles,
where a profile is a set of related items which describe the trace from a specific per-
spective [Ceravolo et al. 2017a]. We call the process of encoding cases in features the
conversion phase. The extracted case features are then fed to an online clusterisation al-
gorithm, which organises cases in a dynamic feature space and continuously updates the
case position according to the arrival of newer events.
Since we are proposing an approach to handle event streams, only one event can be
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Figure 1. Proposed approach overview. Each event is consumed considering its
time of arrival. The conversion phase goal is to extract features from the case.
Then, the case is online clustered according to its features
assessed at a time, representing the constant arrival of information. As a consequence, the
acquisition of a new event implies in the update of the profile of a case and the consequent
update of its position in the feature space. The feature space also preserves the original
order of event acquisition by including a feature for tracing the temporal evolution of the
system, that can be explored to identify interesting properties such as the convergence or
stability.
A density-based clustering algorithm was considered the appropriate solution to
constantly update the regions of the feature space, and by consequence, to mark as out-
liers cases that are dislocated into low-density regions. In Section 3.2 we discuss the
DenStream algorithm, that realises the paradigms adopted, and the way it handles the
presented dataset.
3.1. Conversion
Traditional PM techniques are applied in batch and can consider complex structures of
data. Dealing with data streams requires to focus on profiling as a viable way to reduce
space complexity. Our approach addresses this issue through a conversion phase that fits
the anomaly detection phase. The goal of this phase is to extract features describing the
cases within a process.
Two profiles were used. The first one deals with the trace and the activities related
to it, while the second one deals with the time interval at which the activities occurred.
By doing that, we can identify both anomalous cases with an odd set of activities and
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anomalous cases with time bottlenecks. The profiles adopted in this work encode the
behaviour represented by a case in the form of a histogram.
A trace is a sequence of activities. Thus, the order of the activities is a way of
telling if the process protocol is being followed or not. Just as important as the order, is
the time in which the activities happen. This way, the trace analysis can identify instances
where activities happen in an odd sequence or contain irregular time-intervals.
Two hyperparameters control the conversion phase. Since the algorithm starts
without a priori data, it has to gather some data to build an initial model. Inspired by the
concept of Grace Period (GP) presented in [Domingos and Hulten 2000], data is collected
until it reaches the number established by the GP hyperparameter. The GP limit is the
number of cases used to create the first model according to the algorithm.
The next hyperparameter introduced is Time Horizon (TH). Its goal is to set a
time interval where the algorithm checks the current number of cases and reevaluates if
the model needs an update. The optimal number of cases comes from an adaptation of the
Nyquist sampling theorem [Le´vesque 2014]. Nyquist theory establishes that the sampling
frequency should be twice the highest frequency contained in the signal. In our approach,
the highest frequency is the number of new cases that appeared during the last TH. Thus,
at the end of a TH, the number of new cases (Nc) that had appeared in the last TH is
compared with the Nyquist (Ny) previously calculated. If Ny is higher than Nc, older
cases are released from memory, and a new Nyquist is calculated.
One of the problems when dealing with data streams is memory limitation. With
this in mind, a histogram was chosen to serve as the basis for comparison between events.
The event log contains information related to activities and the time of processing. By
taking into account both these characteristics, our approach proposes a trace and time
analysis.
For the trace analysis, all cases activities are accounted and summed. The result
is a histogram summarising the number of occurrences of each activity. At the arrival
of new events, the corresponding case is retrieved and its trace updated and then com-
pared with the histogram to update its feature values. Inspired by the widely used Edit
Distance algorithm [Wagner and Fischer 1974], which compares two strings, we used the
Edit Weighted Distance (EWD). This metric identifies different events in both strings and
sums the normalised weighted distance based on the histogram occurrence.
For example, given a set of traces L = {〈a, b, c〉, 〈b, c, c, d〉, 〈c, c, d, d〉, 〈d, e〉},
and a set of activities A = {a, b, c, d, e}, we construct the histogram H = {1, 2, 5, 4, 1}
following the order of activities in A and recording the frequencies observed in L for
each activity. This histogram represents the number of occurrences of each activity, in
order. When a new trace N = 〈c, d, e〉 arrives, the histogram is normalised (according
to Equation 1) between 0 and 1, and the EWD is computed. The normalised histogram
is Hnorm = {0, 0.25, 1, 0.75, 0} and the different activities between both strings (abcde
and cde) is ab. Finally, as the sum of the normalised weighted distances, EWD = 0.25. In
case of an activity that is in the trace but not in H , its weighted value is 0.5.
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Xnorm =
X −Xmin
Xmax−Xmin (1)
We computed the Time Weighted Distance (TWD) based on the same principle
of the weighted distance applied to time analysis. Here, the histogram construction takes
the following steps: for each case, the time difference (in seconds) between each activ-
ity is computed; after that, the list of time differences are given as inputs for a quartile
calculation. Quartiles are cutpoints that divide the input data into four equally distributed
groups, so each group has a quarter of the data [Frigge et al. 1989]; the time differences
are binned into the quartiles, and the sum of all cases quartiles is the histogram of times-
tamps. Given a new event, its cases timestamps go through this binning process, and
the normalised weighted distance is the difference between the binned case and the time
histogram.
3.2. DenStream
DenStream is an online clustering algorithm developed for evolving data streams pro-
posed by Cao et al. [Cao et al. 2006]. It was selected for our solution for a set of reasons:
(i) it is well-established in DSM literature, (ii) deals with outlier detection, (iii) identifies
arbitrarily shaped clusters, (iv) does not require previous knowledge about the optimal
number of clusters, (v) performs well memory and time wise.
Firstly, it uses the concept of micro-clusters proposed by Aggarwal et al.
[Aggarwal et al. 2003] to create, delete and update clusters dynamically using limited
memory. The micro-clusters used by DenStream can be defined as {CF 1, CF 2, w},
where CF 1 corresponds to the weighted linear sum of the instances in that cluster, CF 2
is the weighted squared sum of the instances and w is the weight of that micro-cluster.
The centre of a micro-cluster is defined as CF 1
w
and its radius is r =
√
|CF 2|
w
− (CF 1
w
)2.
Cao et al. [Cao et al. 2006] uses the micro-cluster concept in three different ways.
1. Core micro-clusters (c-micro-clusters), which can be viewed as a dense micro-
cluster with w ≥ µ, where µ is a hyperparameter to control the minimum density
of a micro-cluster to be considered a c-micro-cluster;
2. Potential c-micro-clusters (p-micro-clusters) which can be viewed as a potential
c-micro-cluster with w >= β µ, where β is a hyperparameter;
3. Outlier micro-clusters (o-micro-clusters), which is composed of outlier instances
with w < β µ.
When new instances arrive, p-micro-clusters and o-micro-clusters weights are up-
dated by an exponential decay, defined as 2−λ, with λ being a hyperparameter. Such be-
haviour implies that p-micro-clusters and o-micro-clusters situated in inactive regions of
the feature space suffer the decay factor until an eventual fade away. In contrast, p-micro-
clusters and o-micro-clusters that receive new instances increase their weight, becoming
denser.
The DenStream algorithm can be divided into three main parts:
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1. First, there is the initialisation step, where a modified version of the DBSCAN
algorithm [Ester et al. 1996] is applied to the first n min instances. Starting at a
random instance, all instances within a maximum distance of  are considered
to be part of the same group. If the resulting group weight is greater than β µ,
then this group is initialised as a p-micro-cluster. The process is repeated until all
instances are part of a p-micro-cluster or cannot form any new micro-clusters;
2. After that, p-micro-cluster and o-micro-clusters are updated whenever the algo-
rithm receives a new instance i. At first, DenStream will try to incorporate this
instance to the nearest p-micro-cluster. If the radius of that p-micro-cluster would
stay less than  after incorporating that instance (intuitively because it is close to
that p-micro-cluster), then the instance is added to it. Otherwise, it will try to
add this instance to the nearest o-micro-cluster, employing the same test. If it
cannot incorporate that instance (intuitively because it is too far away from all ex-
isting micro-clusters), then a new o-micro-cluster is created containing only that
instance. Additionally, it checks if any o-micro-cluster has enough weight to be
promoted to a p-micro-cluster;
3. The last part consists of creating the final clusters (composed by the c-micro-
cluster) for the user by applying the DBSCAN algorithm to the p-micro-clusters.
First, starting a cluster with an arbitrary p-micro-cluster pa, it scans other p-micro-
clusters, where distance(pa, p) <= rpa + rp, where rpa is the radius of the p-
micro-cluster pa and rp if the radius of the other p-micro-cluster, and adds them
to the same cluster. Then, for each new p-micro-cluster in that cluster, the same
scanning process is performed. This is performed until no new p-micro-cluster
is added to that cluster. After that, if the total summed weight of all p-micro-
clusters in that cluster is greater than µ, then it becomes a final cluster. This
process is repeated until all p-micro-clusters are part of a final cluster or cannot be
incorporated into any.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Event Log Data Stream
The business processes chosen for the experiments are from a manufacturing company
in Italy, which was first studied and explored in [Ceravolo et al. 2017b]. The event logs
include different business processes related to product management.
The data contains five processes that were selected considering several be-
havioural characteristics, such as the number of events and cases, the time span of cases
and the variety of traces. The selected processes were:
1. Assembly Frozen-Final Rel; 2. Assembly IW-Frozen; 3. Detail Frozen-Final Rel;
4. Detail IW-Frozen; 5. Detail Supplier IW-Frozen. These processes will be referred to
as P1 through P5, respectively.
Additionally, one more dataset was chosen. The Hospital Billing event log was
first presented in [Mannhardt et al. 2017], and it was obtained from the ERP system of a
hospital. The event log relates to the billing of medical services, its events are anonymised
and the time within activities has not been modified. A full version of Hospital Billing
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dataset can be found in the PM repository2. From now on, this event log will be referred
to as P6.
The use of P6 comes from the fact that the log is complex and comes from a dif-
ferent source, thus presenting different behaviour. Moreover, its record ranges more data,
containing more than 450,000 events and 100,000 traces. Such extensive data presents a
variety of anomalous cases, both from time and trace perspective.
4.2. Business Processes Statistics
Table 2 presents several metrics that describe the chosen processes, with all of them hav-
ing a good amount of cases and events. The mean value of cases and events per day
range significantly in the selected processes. The processes that present a higher number
of cases also have a higher number of events. An interesting way of understanding the
behaviour of a process on a daily basis is to look at the mean cases per day. On the other
hand, the maximum cases per day show an unusual day, which may be an indication of
erratic behaviour.
Regarding trace size, P1 and P3 both have the longest trace with only two activi-
ties. P1 has a mean trace size of 1.99, which can imply that traces with only one activity
are outliers. Though all processes have the smallest trace size of one activity, P2, P4 and
P5 have longer traces, reaching 9, 10 and 12 activities, respectively. The mean trace size
of those processes corroborates with the idea of a good distribution of activities per case.
Since P1 and P3 usually have fewer activities, their case duration is also smaller com-
pared to other processes, with a mean duration of no more than a couple of minutes. P1
has a maximum case duration of almost ten days, a high value compared to its mean and
median, which is strong evidence of outlier behaviour. Contrarily, P2, P4 and P5 have
longer case duration. That aligns with the fact that these processes have more activities
and consequently take more time to complete.
Since P6 is roughly 18 times larger (in the number of events) than the previously
largest process (P4), we have chosen to analyse the first 30,000 events of P6. These events
represent around five months of the event log, which is a fair representation of the process.
This way, the statistics presented in Table 2 only consider the first 30,000 events of P6.
P6 is a process that differs significantly from the others. It has 142.37 mean cases
per day, while also presenting a more chaotic behaviour. None of the previous processes
has maximum cases per day as higher as the mean of P6, which has a maximum of 271
cases in only one day. This is a reflection of the mean number of events per day (211.26).
Even though P6 has the mean trace size with no more than 2.5 activities, it has some larger
traces, with the most expressive one being composed of 213 activities. However, 43.8%
of P6’s cases have only one activity. It is also observable how P6 presents a unique case
duration. The mean case duration is more than 15 days, which is comprehensible whereas
the log comes from a healthcare background and treatments are time-dependent. One case
lasted for almost 130 days, but the median case duration is low due to a large portion of
cases being time-atomic, i.e. having only one activity. Although the other processes are
real event logs, P6 has a more complex behaviour, where the log depends on a plethora of
2https://data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:76c46b83-c930-4798-a1c9-4be94dfeb741
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variables, such as the size of the hospital, dependencies within activities, among others.
Using such an event log will further explore the capabilities of our approach to handling
more complex situations.
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
# cases 1185 4199 3817 11549 9488 12631
mean cases per day 5.46 7.96 14.4 18.41 25.1 142.37
max cases per day 33 48 96 101 99 271
# events 2355 9324 6722 25131 24952 29999
mean events per day 10.85 17.69 25.36 40.08 66.01 211.26
max events per day 66 202 187 483 347 521
mean trace size 1.99 4.57 1.76 4.63 5.43 2.37
longest trace size 2 9 2 10 12 213
smallest trace size 1 1 1 1 1 1
mean duration (days) 0.03 2.51 0.001 2.5 2.14 15.5
max duration (days) 9.91 50.87 0.12 77.83 47.7 129.77
median duration (hours) 0.0002 23 0.0002 22.01 19.99 0.004
Table 2. Processes statistics considering case and event frequencies, trace sizes
and time duration
4.3. Model Representations
The structure of this work comes from a PM point of view and so, it is important to further
understand the processes behaviour by analysing their Petri Nets. Petri Net (PN) is a
popular way of representing a process in PM, being the oldest process modelling language
[van der Aalst 2011]. A PN is a bipartite graph of places and transitions connected by
arcs [Murata 1989], which is capable of describing concurrent, asynchronous, distributed,
parallel, non-deterministic, and stochastic systems [Murata 1989]. Major points of PNs
consist of: representing casual dependencies and in sets and systems with different levels
of abstraction; the possibility of verifying systems properties; and the easiness of applying
an analysis technique [Reisig 1985].
In PM, process discovery techniques intent on finding the best fitting model that
can represent the event log [van der Aalst 2011]. Consequently, PN modelling uses an
event log, describing its behaviour. Creating a model from a dataset is not a trivial
task. Thus, there are several algorithms for PN creation, and there is no consensus on
a better one. Using the Inductive Miner-infrequent (IMi) discover algorithm proposed in
[Leemans et al. 2014], we created the PNs representations of our processes. Figures 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7 show the resulting PNs. However, since we are dealing with a stream, the
events are processed at the time of their arrival. Therefore, cases are incomplete and the
PNs of such cases compromised, making traditional approaches not viable.
P6’s PN shows the complexity of the process, with several arcs and dependencies
among activities. However, several activities are not so typical in the event log. For in-
stance, A14 and A16 occur only 4 and 5 times, respectively, in the whole event log. This
sort of rare activity usually makes the representation of a PN more complex, as seen in
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Figure 7, and though the activities are infrequent, they are not necessarily anomalous
[Mannhardt et al. 2017]. Furthermore, different process discovery algorithms may impli-
cate in different PNs. Some discovery algorithms focus on a more precise representation
of the event log behaviour, while others may sacrifice some of the infrequent behaviours
to present a simpler PN.
Figure 2. P1 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
Figure 3. P2 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
Figure 4. P3 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
4.4. Experimental Setup
To evaluate our approach, we used the business event logs described earlier. Additionally,
we used the DenStream implementation provided by the Massive Online Analysis (MOA)
tool. MOA is a software environment that allows the implementation of algorithms and
execution of experiments on evolving data streams with the inclusion of an extensive col-
lection of methods and tools including classification, regression, clustering, and concept
drifts tools [Bifet et al. 2010].
We executed the DenStream algorithm for each process while varying the TH
value. To generate the ground truth for each case (labeled as common or anomalous),
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Figure 5. P4 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
Figure 6. P5 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
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Figure 7. P6 Petri Net representation extracted with Inductive Miner-infrequent
we used the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Witten et al. 2016]. PCA was ap-
plied in PM for process interpretation in some works [Carmona and Cortadella 2010,
Wang et al. 2012]. They highlighted the main advantage of PCA usage in PM as its un-
supervised modelling since the availability of anomalous cases identification by a human
expert is very poor in real-life datasets. Also, PCA exposes an overview of a process in
a more comprehensible space domain built by the most representative principal compo-
nents. However, the PCA technique requires a batch processing of the log event. In this
way, we computed the behaviour of each case using the whole event log considering the
outliers cases as anomalous, as suggested by [Bose and van der Aalst 2010].
Figure 8 was obtained by applying the PCA to P5 and shows the first and second
principal components, PC1 and PC2 respectively. PC1 was responsible for explaining
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51.7% of the variance while PC2 48.3%. Figure 9 shows the PCA result of P6 with
24 hours as TH. Reddish points indicate outliers and greenish ones represent common
behaviour. Common cases are concentrated while outliers are sparser and localised in ex-
treme regions of the feature space. There is a group of anomalous cases in the left upper
corner of the image. These cases are identified as outliers due to their TWD value, show-
ing that an abnormal time variance within activities is indicative of anomalous behaviour.
From this experiment, 9% of cases were classified as outliers while 91% were common.
The DenStream has the following hyperparameters:
1. Horizon: comprehends how many instances on the stream are considered;
2. Epsilon (): represents the maximum value a micro-cluster radius can assume;
3. Mu (µ): controls the minimum density of a micro-cluster to be considered a c-
micro-cluster;
4. Outlier Threshold (β): determines the threshold of an outlier relative to p-micro-
cluster. It is used along with µ;
5. Decay Factor (λ): applied into existing micro-clusters weight. Sets the importance
of historical data;
6. Stream Speed (v): controls the application of the decay factor. That is, the decay
factor is applied after v instances;
7. n min: the number of points used for initialisation of the DenStream algorithm.
4.5. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate our results, we selected CMM (Cluster Mapping Measure)
[Kremer et al. 2011] and Homogeneity [Rosenberg and Hirschberg 2007]. CMM
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was proven effective when evaluating clustering on data streams [Kremer et al. 2011]
and Homogeneity is a criterion introduced as a score for clustering solutions and highly
considered in the V-measure metric [Rosenberg and Hirschberg 2007].
CMM consists of the normalised sum of penalties for errors occurring in the clus-
tering process, a score of 1 (or 100%) means that no errors were found in the clustering,
while 0 (or 0%) indicates the maximum error. It takes into consideration the age of the
data, the points that were missed by the moving clusters, the points that were misplaced
in the clusters and the noise found in each cluster to identify three fault cases: missed
points, misplaced points, and noise inclusion. The penalties that are used to calculate
CMM are generated from these errors taking into account their seriousness, age, and
clustering model [Kremer et al. 2011].
On the other hand, Homogeneity is defined by the number of clusters that con-
tain only data points from the same class, meaning the smallest amount of entropy.
Along with completeness, it was defined as the two criteria used to measure V-Measure
[Rosenberg and Hirschberg 2007].
5. Results and Discussion
The plots in Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the values for CMM and Homogeneity
for each of the five processes. All six processes were submitted to a set of 8 TH variations
that range from 6 to 96 hours. The DenStream parameters were: horizon = 1100;  =
0.02; β = 0.2; µ = 1, n min = 1000; λ = 0.25; v = 100. Since each process describes
a precise protocol with specific characteristics, no single TH presents the best metrics
across all processes.
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Figure 10. P1 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.919; Mean Homogeneity =
0.976
There is a definite correlation between CMM and Homogeneity, which is per-
ceived due to their similar performance behaviour according to the TH. On several occa-
sions the metrics behaviour mimics each other, meaning that they are aligned.
The graphs show that the Homogeneity score was even higher than the CMM, in
all cases. This means that, for most of the time, our approach was able to differentiate
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Figure 11. P2 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.846; Mean Homogeneity =
0.958
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Figure 12. P3 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.736; Mean Homogeneity =
0.954
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Figure 13. P4 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.623; Mean Homogeneity =
0.837
common and anomalous cases, rarely putting them together in the same cluster. This level
of abstraction is decisive in an anomaly detection approach.
Table 3 presents the performance metrics of the DenStream algorithm in this con-
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Figure 14. P5 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.714; Mean Homogeneity =
0.895
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Figure 15. P6 metrics for different THs. Mean CMM = 0.562; Mean Homogeneity =
0.754
Statistics P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
CMM 91.9% 84.6% 73.6% 62.3% 71.4% 56.2%
CMM(TH*) 93.6% 88.9% 95.3% 72.4% 73.8% 60.2%
Homo 97.6% 95.8% 95.4% 83.7% 89.5% 75.4%
Homo(TH*) 98.1% 97.1% 95.4% 89.8% 91.7% 80.3%
* optimal TH value for each process
Table 3. Performance metrics (CMM and Homogeneity) for each process
figuration. We calculated the mean for both metrics for each process, while additionally,
presenting the best performance values according to the optimal TH value for each met-
ric in each process. Since TH is a hyperparameter, it can be easily adapted to different
processes.
Process P1 obtained 91.9% and 97.6% for mean CMM and Homogeneity, respec-
tively. With an optimal TH value, the CMM and Homogeneity raise to 93.6% and 98.1%.
This behaviour indicates the simplicity of the process, which is corroborated by its PN.
Thus, making it easier to find a possible fraudulent case. On the other hand, P3 presents
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lower mean CMM (73.6%), but when selecting the optimal TH value, the CMM increases
to 95.3%. This shows a lot about the process behaviour, in the sense that the PN for P3
seems relatively simple, but only one TH value was able to describe more precisely, which
implicates that the process usually takes the same time to be completed. The behaviour of
process P3 reinforces the necessity of taking time into account when finding anomalous
cases. By considering only the trace, it would not be as easy to find irregular behaviour.
The PNs of processes P4 and P5 show how they are more complex than the others.
However, even with higher complexity, we obtained more than seventy percent in CMM
with optimal THs for both processes. Moreover, their Homogeneities are 89.8% and
91.7%, respectively, which shows that our approach hardly clusters different elements
together.
The mean CMM and Homogeneity for process P6 were 56.2% and 75.4%, respec-
tively. Both results are lower than previously discussed processes due to the complexity
of process P6, as seen in Figure 7. Figure 15 shows the metrics while varying the TH.
Using 42 hours as TH, the optimal CMM value was reached (60.2%). However, the same
TH had the lowest Homogeneity (69.4%). The optimal Homogeneity (80.3%) was ob-
tained with 96 hours as TH, showing that with this TH most clusters contained only one
case class. Several TH configurations (from 6 hours to 96 hours) were explored, however,
none was able to understand the process behaviour completely; consequently, the method
had difficulty pinning anomalous cases.
Although varying the TH is interesting to optimise performance metrics, it is not
enough in some situations. Complementary, DenStream parameters should not be ne-
glected and should also be explored for better results, once they cause an impact in the on-
line clusterisation of the event stream. Using TH = 42 hours; horizon = 1100;  = 0.15;
β = 0.1; µ = 2; n min = 1000; λ = 0.05; v = 100, we obtained a CMM of 99.87% and
Homogeneity of 100% for process P6, despite its complexity. Lowering  implicates in
clusters with a smaller range of action, thus suffering less effect from points in the feature
space. Also, once cases are situated outside all clusters, they tend to form their clusters,
either it being an outlier or not. Moreover, smaller λ implicates that historical data is
less affects, hence common behaviour is not forgotten to early. Both parameters impact
highly on the performance metrics results, which implies that finding optimal parameters
configuration is essential for better performance metrics.
Figure 16 shows the results of CMM and Homogeneity for different THs using
horizon = 1100;  = 0.1; β = 0.1; µ = 2; n min = 1000; λ = 0.05; v = 100.
Performance metrics are higher compared to Figure 15, which is a result of the deeper
exploration of DenStream parameters, showing, therefore, that even a complex process
can have its behaviour modelled. The mean CMM and Homogeneity were 98.6% and
96.9%, respectively.
Finally, Table 4 shows the best metrics obtained in the experiments and the config-
uration that enabled such performance for each process. For this, the parameters horizon
= 1100; β = 0.1; µ = 2; n min = 1000; v = 100 were fixed while , λ and TH varied.
The varying parameters were chosen because they showed a higher impact on the results.
The highest CMM was 99.9% (P3) and the highest Homogeneity was 100% (P6). When
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Figure 16. P6 metrics for different THs with horizon = 1100;  = 0.1; β = 0.1; µ = 2;
n min = 1000; λ = 0.05; v = 100. Mean CMM = 0.986; Mean Homogeneity = 0.969
adapting the parameters to processes’ needs, the complexity of them has less effect on the
performance of the method, as seen in the results of processes P4, P5 and P6, which are
among the most complicated to model.
Different processes will adapt better to different THs. Thus, process particularities
and expected interval of observation must be taken into consideration when choosing
a TH value. Also, it is important to consider that this value is related to the desired
“range of time” to discover anomalies and deviation in the common behaviour. However,
even without the best TH hyperparameters, our approach was able to achieve high metric
values.
Process TH  λ CMM Homogeneity
P1 172800 0.2 0.15 98.4% 98.6%
P2 43200 0.2 0.15 99.3% 97.8%
P3 21600 0.1 0.15 99.9% 98.9%
P4 21600 0.15 0.05 99.6% 98.4%
P5 172800 0.15 0.15 98.9% 95.8%
P6 151200 0.15 0.05 99.8% 100%
Table 4. Parameters configuration for best performance metrics (CMM and Ho-
mogeneity) for each process
6. Conclusions
Organisations currently produce and archive a high volume of data nowadays. This data
may contain important information about the organisation’s internal processes and may
be a helpful tool for improvement.
This paper addressed the problem of finding anomalous cases from an event
stream. For that, trace and time features are extracted for each case. Then, the features
are feed to an online density-based clustering technique. Since event streams are record-
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ings of a running business process, traditional approaches cannot be applied in similar
scenarios since they need a complete event log.
Our approach deals with a stream of events and can identify anomalous cases in
near real-time by clustering similar cases. On top of that, we have eliminated the need
for full-storage and use of traditional batch analysis. In other words, our novel approach
allows on the fly detection of anomalous cases, even in front of incomplete executions.
The evaluation metrics used were CMM and Homogeneity. We obtained promis-
ing results in both stream performance metrics while varying the hyperparameters, mean-
ing that our proposed technique was able to identify similar cases and differ the common
from the anomalous ones in several scenarios.
One of the event logs analysed presented a more complex behaviour than the oth-
ers, which resulted initially in lower CMM and Homogeneity scores. This motivated the
evaluation of different hyperparameters of the DenStream algorithm, which then yield
satisfactory results. In this sense, further works should focus on exploring configurations
of the DenStream hyperparameters to find for optimal values, which may be unique to
each event log.
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